With the Doha round in trouble, the so-called "spaghetti bowl" of multilateral trade rules and proliferating regional trade deals is, once again, prominently on the radar screen of the international trade community. Perfect examples of this image are the longstanding US-Canada softwood lumber and US-Mexico sweetener disputes. Both trade spats, extensively litigated in NAFTA and the WTO, are close to reaching a climax. Fueling the suspense is that the WTO and NAFTA may reach different results.
1.
The spaghetti bowl of WTO and NAFTA proceedings 
Untangling the strings
The short term answer to the questions raised above is that both the October WTO panel on sweeteners and the November WTO panel on softwood lumber will be appealed to the WTO Appellate Body. The result of such appeals can then be expected somewhere around March or April of 2006.
The long term answer is more complicated. Although clearly dealing with the same broader dispute on lumber or sweeteners, the different rulings out of NAFTA and/or the WTO are not, strictly speaking, in a relation of res judicata. Traditionally, for the principle of res judicata to apply and, therefore, for two rulings to be genuinely in conflict, the overlapping proceedings must involve (1) the same parties, (2) the same subject matter, and (3) the same legal claims.
Most obviously, as concerns the first requirement ("same parties"), the NAFTA Chapter 
What is next?
Where does this leave the Mexican sugar industry and Canadian lumber producers, both original complainants in these disputes? 21 The interaction between NAFTA proceedings and factual investigations under NAFTA's side agreement on the environment (NAAEC) is also explicitly dealt with. Article 14.3(a) of the NAAEC provides that if "the matter is the subject of a pending judicial or administrative proceeding", the Secretariat shall proceed no further. 37 The latter figure will soon be imposed also for new cash deposit rates for future shipments thus providing at least some relief for Canadian lumber producers.
Conclusion
The WTO-NAFTA spaghetti bowl is very real. To untangle it requires a complex and open-minded analysis. Tools to facilitate such analysis are available in international law (such as res judicata) and specific treaty provisions (such as NAFTA Article 2005).
Success will depend above all on a healthy degree of judicial tolerance and curiosity. For private stakeholders the complexity is less attractive. In lumber and sweeteners, for example, one guesses that by now only the law firms involved are enjoying the feast.
Treaty negotiators should keep this in mind and explicitly regulate potentially 34 See supra note 32. 35 In Guatemala -Anti-Dumping Investigation Regarding Portland Cement from Mexico, for example, the Panel found that since "the entire investigation rested on an insufficient basis, and therefore should never have been conducted … we suggest that Guatemala revoke the existing anti-dumping measure on imports of Mexican cement, because, in our view, this is the only appropriate means of implementing our recommendation" (WT/DS60/R, adopted on 25 November 1998, at para. 
